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Who’d have thought toilet seats, Jeremy Vine and cats would be so crucial
to the project? The 3am workshop sessions must be getting to Mark Evans
THE STORY SO FAR
This time last year, serial television restorer
Mark Evans and his trusty spanner-man Les
were gearing-up to begin a complete nutand-bolt restoration of a 1973 chromebumpered MGB roadster.
Their TV bosses had given them 12 weeks
to complete the restoration and ﬁlm the project
for a new Discovery Real Time series called
An MG Is Born. It turned out to be quite an
adventure and over 60 days, evenings and
occasionally nights, they developed something
of a love-hate relationship with Britain’s
best-known little sportscar.
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ITHOUT DOUBT, the biggest part of
this project was restoring the bodyshell.
Rebuilding a rotten monocoque is a
huge challenge and one that neither Les nor I
had faced before. We were forced to climb a
steep learning curve and it took us eight weeks,
but we got there in the end.
Last issue, we completely replaced all the sill
components on both sides – not a job for the
faint-hearted. This issue I’m going to describe
how we prepared the bodyshell for blasting and
cleaned it up. As you’ll see, it’s amazing what a
few fragmented toilet seats can do.
Back in the workshop, we had to rebuild the
rear wheelarches, replace the inner front wing
strengtheners and repair holes in the rear cabin

bulkhead made by a previous owner when
ﬁtting some speakers. We also had to get stuck
into some serious glueing (it’s the only way to
properly attach new rear wings) and ﬁt new
ﬂoor panels in the cockpit and the boot.
By the time we were ready to seam-seal the
shell ahead of the ﬁrst of two paint sessions,
Les and I were totally knackered. Les headed
north for a well-earned rest, leaving me to
whip round the rebuilt shell with the sealing
gun. Twelve hours later I left the workshop. By
the time I got home, I couldn’t get out of the
car because my overalls had stuck to the seat.
We had reached that awful stage in
restoration projects when the more metalwork
you do, the more you discover needs doing.

Wing-less shell with
new sills is packed
off to the blasters.

Going for the
Biggles
look.
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Blasting an E-type
bonnet with garnet.

Shell can be rotated
on excellent Frost jig.

You know the story: you take one step forward
and two steps back.
The constant cutting, grinding, drilling,
chiselling and swearing begins to do your
head in. The only respite is when you stop for
tea and cake – a chance for Les and I to put
down the tools and engage in some intelligent
adult conversation.
What was the best thing before sliced bread?
Llamas, apparently. If cats always land on their
feet and toast always lands buttered-side down,
what happens if you butter a cat’s back?
When the work is so gruelling, it’s easy to let
short breaks become long ones – a big mistake,
especially when it’s bitterly cold in the
workshop. The longer we spent sitting down,
the harder we found it to motivate ourselves.
Thank God for Radio Two’s Jeremy Vine.
Nothing got us back to work faster than having
to put up with his drivel.
With the sills sorted, Les and I were a step
closer to our next milestone – blasting the
shell. The only jobs left to do beforehand were
to strip the shell bare and remove the remains
of the rear wings. Unfortunately Les got to the
spanners before me, so I had to settle for the
grinder. By tea time we were able to lift the
shell onto the trailer by hand, ready for its trip
to the cleaners.
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BLASTED BODYSHELL
So long as it is done properly and
professionally, blasting a bodyshell achieves
two important results. First, the process gets
the shell back to virgin metal, which means
you avoid the potential pitfalls of respraying
over what could easily be contaminated old
paintwork. Second, the process reveals pinholes and other problems that you could
overlook but which should be sorted.
When we sent the MG for blasting, the boot
ﬂoor looked OK. When it came back, we could
see daylight through it.
It cost me £800 to blast my MG shell and
I am in no doubt it was money well spent.
Personally, I don’t think a classic car can be
classed as ‘completely restored’ unless it’s been
taken back to bare metal. But there are plenty
of car owners who advertise their cars as fully
restored despite them having only been
prepared for paint using a combination of wire
brushes, paint stripper and sanding discs.
Before handing your precious shell over to a
blasting company, do your homework. A few
years ago, a friend of mine made the mistake of
employing a company that claimed to be a ‘hitech specialist’ to blast his Aston Martin V8. He
didn’t look at examples of past work or speak
to other customers and paid a heavy price.
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MARK’S MGB
MAKE AND MODEL MGB roadster
ENGINE
1800cc/
4-cyl/OHV
SPECIFICATION
Right-hand drive for UK
EXTERIOR COLOUR Bracken
TRIM
Autumn Leaf, vinyl
HOOD
Black, vinyl
DATE OF BUILD
November 2-6, 1973 (11 months
older and it would be tax exempt –
no wonder Jeremy was so keen for
me to buy it!)
DATE OF DESPATCH November 7, 1973 (when it was less
than a week old)
DESTINATION
Hall and Laine Ltd, Bath (does this
company still exist?)
Rostyle wheels, overdrive
FACTORY-FITTED
EQUIPMENT

The quality of work was appalling and proved
that in the wrong hands, blasting can inﬂict
serious panel damage.
I use a company called the Cleaning
Consultants in West Sussex, and it has never let
me down. It put the MG through a four-stage
process. First, it removed as much underseal
and caked-on crud as possible by hand (using
tools, of course). Then it blasted the shell with
an unusual medium. We’re not talking
aluminium oxide, glass, or the dreaded sand,
but tiny jagged fragments of smashed-up toilet
seats, among other things.
Yes, I was surprised too, but the result was
amazing. It’s a high-volume, low-pressure
process and, using this medium, the Cleaning
Consultants could strip paint off one layer at a
time. I’ve had a go myself and it’s great fun, if a
tad on the noisy side.
Next, the shell was moved to a second bay
and blasted with graded garnet – a natural
mineral imported from Australia. It’s more
abrasive than plastic and is used to scour the
metal surface to remove rust. The ﬁnished,
etched surface was a dull silver colour. It
was very raw and very prone to rusting
again. Anyone handling the shell at
this stage wore gloves to make sure
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‘I’m knackered and
want to go home.’
Clamps galore as
beading is bonded.

Praise the Lord! Rear
wheelarch is repaired.

that sweaty palms didn’t contaminate the
blasted surfaces. To protect the shell from
rusting during its preparation for its ﬁrst coat
of paint, the guys sprayed it with zinc
phosphate. Job done.

MEANWHILE, AT THE WORKSHOP...
Back at the workshop, with the bodyshell on its
rotisserie – a fantastic jig that allowed us to
rotate it about its long axis to any angle we
fancied (Frost Restorers Equipment) – Les and
I spent a good hour making a complete list of
all the metalwork left to do.
To save precious time – remember we had
only 12 weeks to do this – we decided to cut
repair patches from complete new panels
where necessary. It may seem like an expensive
and wasteful approach, but the shape of many
of the required repair patches were complex,
often with double curves or multi-directional
creases. Making them from scratch would have

been very time-consuming. It turned out to be
an approach that worked and we would do it
again even if we weren’t so short of time.
Morale in the workshop was at an all-time
high. After weeks of scrabbling about under,
in and over the rusty, ﬁlthy, stinking corpse
of a car that we brought home from a
chicken shed, we were working on a spotless
bodyshell that we could easily manoeuvre into
the perfect position for any surgical procedure.
Restoration bliss.
The repairs we had to make to the front of
the car were relatively straightforward... once
we fathomed out how best to do them. The
damage caused by corrosion was almost
symmetrical, which gave us the opportunity to
learn from experience. We always started on
the near side and by the time we tackled the
same job on the offside, we had some idea of
what we were doing. When it comes to knowhow, every little helps.
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Repairing the rear wheelarches was ﬁddly
but fun. On both sides of the car they had
corroded at 12, three and nine o’clock (pretty
standard, I guess), and although it was
tempting to chop out and replace the outer
half of each arch completely, we decided to
repair them instead.
So we only cut out the corroded sections and
replaced them with patches dissected from new
panels. More importantly, I got to play with a
fab new toy – an air-powered joggler. Joggling
is the process of putting a step in a repair panel
so that it sits ﬂush with the car’s existing
steel before welding. A hand joggler is hard
work when you’ve got a lot of panel work to
do. The air-powered joggler makes the job a
doddle. The tool also incorporates a holepunch that came in handy when prepping for
puddle welding with the MIG in locations
inaccessible to the cumbersome spot welder.

REAR WINGS
The next job on our metalwork list had us
scratching our heads. Since removing the old
rear wings, Les and I had puzzled over how we
would ﬁx the new ones in place. The problem
was lack of access when welding the top edge
of the outer-wing panel to the top edge of the
inner-wing panel, while sandwiching the bead
strip in between. Any welding had to be done
from underneath. That meant getting the tips
of a spot welder, or a MIG torch, plus a human
hand inside the cavity that’s created above the
wheelarch as soon as the new wing is clamped
in its rightful place.

JOBS DONE
THIS MONTH

Seam-sealing
turned into a
nightmare.

perfect bond-line thickness, no matter how
If you’ve ever worked on an MGB, you’ll
much the panels are squeezed together. But,
know exactly what I am talking about. If you
fail to clamp ﬁrmly enough and the glue won’t
haven’t, believe me, it’s a classic conundrum.
go off at all. You’ll then end up having to take
One approach might be to attempt an act of
the wing off, clean it up and start all over again.
contortion that would involve reaching as far
The same is true if you separate the glued
as possible into the cavity from either end,
panels to reposition them rather than
MIG torch in hand. Struggle all you
sliding them against each other. If
like, but you ain’t going to get your
too much air gets to the adhesive
head in, so you’ll have to weld
once it’s ﬁrst squeezed up, it
blind. Not very appealing and
won’t work and you’ll be left
not very professional. But
with a weak or non-existent
there is another way: glue.
bond. So test-ﬁt and test-ﬁt
We discovered an adhesive
again. Only when you can ﬁt
called Fusor (made by
the panels together in the dark
Redashe). It’s a very hi-tech,
Mark’s
m
should you get the glue out of
two-part acrylic-based glue
project ate Les: chief
enginee
cupboard.
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Having switched the lights back
bond between metal panels that’s
on and untied Les’ right arm, we
stronger than weld. But to make the
embarked on a three-stage glue-fest,
most of it, and to ensure you don’t waste
it (it’s not cheap – around £40 a cartridge), you starting yet again with the near side. First we
stuck and spot-welded the bead strip to the
need to be meticulous about preparation and
body shell. Yes, you can spot-weld through
follow the instructions to the letter. That
this adhesive but you need to take care because
includes dry-ﬁtting all the panels that need to
it can catch ﬁre if you overcook it. Step two
be joined together and planning in advance
saw us glue and weld the new wing to a new
exactly how they’ll be clamped-up while the
B-post, off the car. And ﬁnally, when we had
adhesive cures.
summoned up sufﬁcient courage, we applied
The product we used, called 108B, gives you
the adhesive to all the cleaned-up, paint-free
a work time of 45 minutes (it changes colour
edges of the B-post/rear wing sub-assembly
from beige to green when your work time is
and clamped it to the bodyshell. We then
over). You can take the clamps off after eight
applied spot welds wherever possible to add
hours, but the adhesive isn’t fully cured for
more strength.
another 16. You can’t overclamp a glued join
By the time we had sorted the near side, it
because the adhesive contains tiny
was approaching 10pm. At this point,
unsquashable glass beads that ensure the

BODYWORK
● Replace front valance.
● Cut out, repair and replace both front
wheelarch-to-pedal box reinforcers.
● Cut out and repair corroded sections of front wing
mounting rails.
● Cut out corroded footwell bulkheads both sides,
repair and replace – big job.
● Fit and weld new ﬂoorpans both sides.
● Repair speaker holes in rear cabin bulkhead.
● Cut out and repair corroded bits of wheelarches.
● Fit new B-posts both sides.
● Fit new rear wings both sides, and bead strips.
● Cut out, repair and replace corroded boot ﬂoor.
● Cut out, repair and replace corroded outer edges
of rear valance.

brimming with self-conﬁdence gained from
our new-found bonding skills, Les and I
would like to have downed tools and shut
up shop. But we couldn’t. I had arranged for
the shell to be delivered to the paintshop the
following lunchtime and if I missed the slot,
the build schedule could fall apart.
So we stayed on to ﬁt the offside wing and
B-post, and ﬁnished all the stitch-welding on
both ﬂoorpans and the new boot ﬂoor. We
ﬁnally went home at around 3am.
I was back in at 7am to seam-seal the shell.
What I had envisaged as a dream job
(appropriate seeing as I was still half asleep),
turned into a nightmare of epic proportions.
When will someone invent a seam-sealer that
doesn’t end up looking like chewing gum if
you brush it more than once? In the end, I
did miss the slot at the paintshop because it
took me 12 hours to battle my way around
the bodyshell, experimenting with a variety
of sealers, none of which I was happy with.
As for the build schedule – you’ll have to
wait till next time.

a

NEED TO KNOW
Frost Restorers Equipment:
01706 658619, www.frost.co.uk
Redashe: 01252 785010,
www.redashe.co.uk
www.fusor.com
Cleaning Consultants:
01403 752347,
www.blast-cleaning.co.uk
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